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The first thing you notice about Alexandra Hayes 
is her smile — pure, unbridled and immense — her 

greatest tool for showing the world how she feels. 
Unable to communicate verbally, Alex will raise her 
eyebrows to answer yes, for example, or give a hard blink 
for no, but it’s that smile that almost always seems to 
shine, even with all she’s faced in her nearly sixteen years. 

Soon after Alex was born, Donna and Aaron Hayes 
began noticing delays in their daughter’s physical 
development, and at thirteen weeks old, doctors felt it 
might be a relatively simple case of congenital torticollis 
(a shortening of the muscle that extends along the side 

of the neck). However, that diagnosis didn’t explain her 
very low muscle tone in general or lack of overall body 
control, and when she started developing seizures at ten 
months, it became clear something more complex was 
affecting Alex.  

But what? Between the ages of thirteen weeks and 
fourteen years, no one was quite sure.

Throughout that time, Alex lived with many different 
and changing diagnoses, including Prader-Willi Syndrome, 
Rett Syndrome and Angelman Syndrome — all genetic 
disorders — but none ever felt like true matches for 
Alex. Then, finally, through a relatively new blood test 

Living in the moments, not the uncertainties

Being near water usually 
elicits a big smile from 
Alexandra Hayes, and this 
past summer, her family took 
some time to check out Lake 
Ontario while visiting relatives 
in Western New York. 
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called Whole Exome Sequencing, 
doctors discovered a variation on the 
GRIN2B gene, which plays an important 
role in relaying signals to the brain. 

Alex shares this diagnosis with only 
120 others in the world, but while these 
individuals may share symptoms, no 
two present exactly alike. For Alex, her 
variation has rendered her both non- 
verbal and non-mobile and has caused 
significant grand mal seizures through-
out her life. Additionally, she requires 
interventions to help with eating and 
eliminating waste, as well as a variety of 
therapeutic sessions. Of those, physical 
therapy may be the most extensive, as 
it helps mitigate the effects of her low 
muscle tone and lack of mobility, which, 
coupled with her already compromised 
immune system, hinders her body’s 
ability to fight diseases and infections.

“Her body works so hard every day 
just to do so many of the things we may 
take for granted,” Donna says, “so when 
she gets sick, it can really wipe her out.” 

The past two years have been difficult 
in that regard, Donna admits, and after a 
particularly prolonged stretch of hospital 
stays last October that found Alex battling 
pneumonia, she and Aaron found Noah’s 
Children through one of Alex’s physical 

therapists at the Richmond 
Hope Therapy Center. 

“When we met with them, 
they asked, ‘How can we 
help?’ And I had no idea what 
that would even look like,” 
Donna says. “I quickly found 
having that level of care — of 
knowing that people are there 
who legitimately care for you, 
for your whole family — to be 
such a godsend.” 

That emphasis on the entire 
family is one of the main rea-
sons they agreed to explore 
Noah’s Children, and Donna 
is quick to point out that her 
13-year-old son Zachary is 
just as much a focal point of 
Noah’s efforts as Alex. 

When Zach required recon-
structive foot surgery in April, 
Noah’s Children Chaplain Rich 
Catlett was the last one there 
before he went into surgery 

and the first one back the next day to 
check on him. And, knowing Zach eats, 
drinks and sleeps basketball, you’ll find 
Catlett around often just to shoot hoops 
and talk, or with pizza and wings in tow 
for March Madness. 

But again, it isn’t just her children who 
benefit from having Noah’s Children in 
their lives, Donna emphasizes. She too 
finds strength, support and encour-
agement in her visits with Noah’s Team 
Leader Beverly Rinde-Thorsen, RN, as 
well as other team members, she says, 
because they often involve more than 
meeting the explicit health care needs  
of her daughter. 

“When Rich brings me a cup of coffee 
while I’m with Alex in the hospital,” 
Donna says, “or when they help pay my 
electric bill, or bring a meal I can pop 
in the microwave and not have to think 
about when we’re running around to 
appointments, or even arrange for us  
to spend a day at King’s Dominion or at 
a pumpkin patch, it helps us all breathe 
a little and gives us a chance to be 
together as a family.” 

It also helps maximize the time they 
all have together in the face of so many 
unknowns, Donna says, as there is cur-
rently no cure for GRIN2B variations, and 
a highly variable and uncertain prognosis. 

“We don’t know what the future holds 
for her, or for us,” she says, “so we try to 
live in the moment as best we can.” 

Those moments aren’t defined by 
Alex’s various therapies and trips to the 
doctor, Donna adds. They’re defined by 
the joy Alex shows in all she’s able to 
do. When she waves her hands at music 
therapy, when her body relaxes at the 
beach, when her smile beams — at the 
school bus approaching, as she runs a 
marathon with the help of her friends 
at Inclusive Racing or plays football, 
basketball and baseball through the 
efforts of a group called Jacob’s Chance 
— those are the moments when she gets 
to be just a kid. 

And, with the help of Noah’s Children, 
Donna says, they all get to live in those 
moments a bit more often, and with 
lighter spirits. ♥

To learn more about GRIN2B variations, visit 
grin2b.com.  

Through the efforts of Magic Wheelchair, a national nonprofit 
organization that builds custom costumes for children in 
wheelchairs, Alexandra celebrated Halloween in style with 
her one-of-a-kind “Old McDonald’s Farm” theme — a story 
featured in both local and national news outlets. 
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When caring for a child with a complex and life- 
threatening illness, the holiday season can add a layer 
of stress to lives and schedules already stretched thin. 

All too often, finding the time to shop for groceries and gifts, wrap presents 
and string decorations can take a back seat to ensuring their child is receiving 

the care he or she deserves and the everyday needs of the household are 
being met. Add the strain of accommodating out-of-town family members 

and visitors, and celebrating the holidays can quickly turn chaotic. 
But there are so many ways you can help ease these burdens and ensure 

the holidays come off without a hitch, such as:

For more information on how you can help make the holidays a little brighter for  
Noah’s Children’s families, including how to adopt a Noah’s child or sibling,  

contact Tasha King, Community Liaison and Volunteer Coordinator,  
at Quotarisha_King@bshsi.org or (804) 287-7686.

To help cover the cost of prepared meals, you can send 
Kroger gift cards or monetary donations to Noah’s Children 
c/o Bon Secours Richmond Health Care Foundation, 5008 
Monument Ave., 2nd Floor, Richmond, VA 23230.  

Depending on your resources, you may choose to send 
monetary donations for the purchasing of gifts for patients 
or siblings to the above address, or you can “adopt” a patient 
or sibling (or both!) and shop for them yourself. 

Noah’s Children can always use the extra hands to help wrap 
gifts and deliver meals and presents to our families spread 
throughout the Richmond metro area. 
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Ethan Gilreath has always loved the tambourine — the high rattle 
of the jingles, the crash of sound when struck with an open 

palm. But for a long time, he couldn’t make those sounds himself. 
“We worked on that for almost two years,” says his mother, 

Sarah. “Then, it just clicked. He started hitting it with his hands 
and doing so on cue. That was a major breakthrough for him.” 

Diagnosed with Wolf-Hirschhorn syndrome when he was just 
five weeks old — a genetic condition which causes seizures and 
significant delays in physical growth and the development of 
motor and verbal skills — Ethan has been with Noah’s Children 
since six months of age. Now four, Ethan is still only the size of 
an 18-month-old and is unable to walk or communicate verbally, 
but of all the various therapies and appointments he keeps, Sarah 
says she tends to notice the most breakthroughs in his weekly 
sessions with music therapist Kim Gilbert. 

“When Kim walks into the room with her guitar, he lights up,” 
Sarah says. “He has so much fun, laughing and smiling through all 
of it, that he doesn’t even realize he’s working on so many skills he’s 
learning with his physical, occupational and speech therapists.” 

For Gilbert and fellow music therapist Miriam Smith, that 
ability to synthesize and complement other elements of the care 
process is part of the beauty of music therapy. Whether working 
with a child on holding and playing an instrument independently, 
using singing to help initiate speech and communication for 
non-verbal children like Ethan, or simply helping to soothe on a 
particularly painful day or during a hospitalization, music often 
plays a vital role in the total plan of care for Noah’s Children 
patients and their families.  

“We create our goals and objectives based on the other ther-
apies they’re receiving, as well as what the family hopes to see 
from the experience as well,” Smith says. “We want to enhance 
their existing treatments and make sure that what we do will truly 
improve their quality of life.” 

Because sessions typically occur outside of a clinical setting in 
the family’s home, that sense of comfort, coupled with the fact 
that music therapy carries the element of fun and the opportunity 
to make choices concerning which instruments to play and 
which songs to sing, helps encourage a level of participation that 
parents and caregivers may not typically see in other activities. 

That can be incredibly freeing in a world so often filled with 
medical appointments — and not just for the child, but for the 
entire family.   

The sound (and success) 
of music therapy

S E R V I C E  S P O T L I G H T

continued on page 6

Sometimes, a simple song can make even  
a hospital stay feel like home, and the music 
therapists Noah’s Children partners with 
through the Richmond Academy of Music will 
go anywhere they’re needed. Here, music 
therapist Kim Gilbert brightens the day of 
Noah’s Children patient Liam Fisher, 8. 
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“Seeing parents, siblings and 
caregivers bond with their loved 
ones through music, whether it’s 
observing, helping a child play an 
instrument or participating in a 
song, those are some of the most 
rewarding experiences,” Smith says. 
“In those moments, they don’t have 
to be caring for them, they can just 
enjoy interacting with them in silly 
and beneficial ways.” 

But while a session may some-
times seem fun and silly on the 
surface, it’s important to note that 
music therapists are trained to 
facilitate such interactions and inter-
ventions. As such, Noah’s Children 
partners with the Richmond 
Academy of Music to offer these 
services, and all of the therapists 
it refers to patients have earned 
degrees in the field and carry the 

MT-BC (Music Therapist-Board 
Certified) credential.

That partnership began in 2011 
through the help of a grant and has 
been able to expand and continue 
to this day through the generous 
support of donors, and for families 
like the Gilreaths, it’s hard to imagine 
life without it. 

“When we first started, Ethan was 
so far behind developmentally — at 
the level of a newborn, really — that it 
was hard to see how it would work,” 
Sarah recalls. “But he’s benefited 
from music therapy in far more ways 
than I could have even imagined, and 
without Noah’s Children, I don’t know 
how else we would have been able to 
tap into that resource.” ♥

To learn more about the field of music 
therapy, visit www.musictherapy.org. 

Music therapy continued

Running for a cause
According to the ancient Taoist 
proverb, “A journey of a thousand 
miles begins with a single step,” 
and while Justin Baker’s feet may 
have only carried him ten miles, the 
money and awareness he helped 
to raise for Noah’s Children by 
participating in the Army Ten-Miler 
race in Arlington, Va., this October 
will help countless Central Virginia 
families on the journeys they face. 

Earlier this year, Baker set 
the ten-mile race as a goal. But, 
inspired by two friends whose 
daughter was born with a neuro-
logical disorder and who benefit 
from Noah’s Children’s services, 
just running the race didn’t seem 
like enough. So, he decided to 
reach out to Noah’s Children to see 
how he could help.  

“Sometimes, it seems like 
the feedback section on a 

website just goes to some other 
dimension and you never hear 
anything back,” Baker says, “but 
I got a response right away, and 
they were able to help me get a 
fundraising page started.” 

Over the ensuing weeks, as he 
trained for a race four miles longer 
than any distance he’d ever run 
before, the donations started 
adding up. When it came time to 
put on the bib, he’d helped raise 
$1,050, all of which will go to 
direct services for Noah’s Children 
families, and he urged others who 
might be thinking of giving back in 
their own ways, but are unsure of 
how to go about it, to follow that 
Chinese proverb. 

“I’d never done anything like this 
before and I wasn’t sure where it 
would lead,” Baker says. “I just took 
that first step, however small.”

Justin Baker and his 
four-month-old daugh-
ter Penelope following 
the Army Ten-Miler in 
Arlington, Va. 

Through techniques like hand-over-hand assistance, 
Kim Gilbert helps Noah’s Children patients like 
four-year-old Ethan Gilreath participate in the music 
making process and practice skills he’s working on  
in his other therapies.  
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“When I heard about 
Noah’s Children,  
I was overwhelmed 
by what a wonderful 
program it is and  
all that it offers.”

— Pam Dunn, RN

Noah’s Children welcomes new team members
When you ask people what draws them to the work and mission of Noah’s Children — 
whether they’re a member of the care team, a donor or a volunteer — you’ll often hear 
them describe it as a calling, a chance to be a part of something with such intimate 
and immediate impact in the lives of so many.   

Volunteer Coordinator/Community Liaison  
Tasha King

Team nurse Pam Dunn, RN

Volunteer Coordinator/
Community Liaison Tasha King 

has spent much of her life connect-
ing people with the resources they 
need and fostering communication 
and inroads between organizations 
and the communities they serve. 
She comes to Noah’s Children after 
having spent seventeen years as a 
training and employment specialist 
with the Henrico County Department 
of Mental Health 
and Developmental 
Services. Additionally 
during that time, she 
has also worked as a 
volunteer instructor 
with the Red Cross 
and has served as a 
liaison between the 
state Department of 
Corrections and  
the faith community. 

But just as import-
ant as the experience she brings to 
her new role is the care, compassion 
and commitment the Savannah, 
Ga. native exudes to the people she 
serves, and already she says she’s 
found kindred spirits  
in the staff at Noah’s Children. 

“I was immediately drawn to 
their holistic approach to care,” 
King says, “as well as their passion 
to educate, support and serve 
families. My experience thus far has 
been wonderful. It’s so rewarding 
to see the strong bond and love so 
many of these families share, their 
positive outlooks on life and their 
care for one another. I look forward 
to meeting and spending more time 
with all of them.”  

New team nurse Pam Dunn, RN, 
also brings an array of experience 
to Noah’s Children. Originally from 
the San Francisco Bay area, she 
came to Richmond to study nursing 
and worked for many years in the 
pediatrics unit at Bon Secours 
St. Mary’s Hospital, as well as in 
the pediatrics unit at Stanford 
University Medical Center. After 
returning to the Richmond area, she 

rejoined St. Mary’s 
as pediatrics nurse 
manager and later 
helped to develop 
and manage The 
Get Well Place at 
Rainbow Station, 
a preschool which 
was founded to help 
provide care and 
services to chron-
ically ill children and 
has since greatly 

expanded. Following her work 
there, Dunn switched to the field  
of medical sales for more than  
20 years, and she describes joining 
Noah’s Children as “a chance to 
work more from the heart.”  

“I see it as a privilege to meet 
with our patients and their families 
and help provide support for their 
emotional and physical needs with 
compassion and understanding,” 
Dunn says. “When I heard about 
Noah’s Children, I was over-
whelmed by what a wonderful 
program it is and all that it offers. 
Those impressions have only been 
confirmed as I see firsthand the 
work of our team and the relation-
ships they have with our families.” 

W O R K I N G  F R O M  T H E  H E A R T
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I N  M E M O R I A M

Bri’yelle Green — 8/19/16 - 6/23/17

Brockton Winzeler — 9/21/17 - 9/21/2017

Noah Zere — 9/21/17 - 9/22/2017

Jaysaan Anderson — 11/11/04 - 10/5/2017

Cameron Gamez-McMillan — 3/25/11 - 9/10/17

We celebrate the lives of these children
and honor all those who love them.
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Thank you donors 
and volunteers
Giving to our Noah’s Children Fund 
means you are a part of bringing 
compassionate palliative and hospice 
care to Central Virginia children, 
currently at no charge to our patients 
or their insurance companies. 

Noah’s Children has accomplished  
so much over the 
years because of 
friends like you.

On behalf of the  
staff and families  
we serve, thank you!
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